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Lecture Content: 02/14/2022 & 02/16/2022

• A short history of the electron.
• Spin, a quantum discovery.
• Two types of particles: fermions and bosons.
• The Periodic Table of Elements.

Quantum Information Science (QIS):

Inputs: 
• Quantum states.
• Measurements.
• Qubits.
• Entanglement.
• Decoherence.

Outputs: 
• Quantum Communication.
• Quantum Sensing.
• Quantum Computing.



Lecture Content: 02/14/2022 & 02/16/2022

Quantum Computing:
• Some physics of superconducting quits:

Josephson junctions. 
Logic gates: SWAP and CNOT. 
Entanglement. 
Current status, challenges and opportunities. 

• Other qubit realizations. 

Quantum Computing: Theory and Practice: 
• IBM-Q: Quisket.
• Quantum states on a quantum processor: GHZ and Dicke states. 
• Teleportation and telecloning. 



Memory Lane

A Very Short History of the 
Electron

++//-- charge combination move apart.
+-//-+ charges move closer.

Expectation: interacting charges move.

Mechanical motion:

Sir Isaac Newton (1642-1726)

F = m a

motion
acceleration

force

m a = F

 Need force. 



Electricity, 18th + 19th Century

http://outreach.jach.hawaii.edu/pressroom/2006_jcmbday/Maxwell.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/et/thumb/b/ba/Charles_Coulomb.jpg/250px-Charles_Coulomb.jpg

Charles Coulomb
(1736 – 1806)
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James Clerk Maxwell
(1831 – 1879)

http://www.microwaves101.com/encyclopedia/images/maxwellsequations/maxwellsequations.jpg

Electrodynamics

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://outreach.jach.hawaii.edu/pressroom/2006_jcmbday/Maxwell.jpg&imgrefurl=http://outreach.jach.hawaii.edu/pressroom/2006_jcmbday/index.html&h=600&w=481&sz=90&hl=en&start=1&um=1&tbnid=ttHId8DOhKg7wM:&tbnh=135&tbnw=108&prev=/images%3Fq%3Djames%2Bclerk%2Bmaxwell%26svnum%3D10%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26client%3Dnetscape-pp%26rls%3Dcom.netscape:en-US%26sa%3DN


“The Paradox of Everything”

• Electron (Thomson, 1897):
negatively charged particle. 

Nature is charge neutral need positively charged particles to balance.

• Proton (Thomson + Rutherford, 1907).

Electrodynamics 
predicts that the 
electron spirals into the 
nucleus within ~10-8 s. 



http://www.physics.umd.edu/courses/Phys401/bedaque07/discrete_spectra.jpg

Glimpses into the Atomic Structure

Light emitted from gas occurs at 
specific (discrete) wavelength.

Apply voltage to gas 
discharge tube, observe 
emitted light. 

Classical physics 
continuous.

“Everyday “objects



• Classical Physics Predicts that 
Matter is Unstable?

• Discrete Features?

Auguste Rodin; The Thinker
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Solution: Quantum Mechanics

N. Bohr
N. Bohr (1915)



Discrete Spectra

http://library.thinkquest.org/28383/grafika/1/awodor-poziomy.gif

Idea: Emission/adsorption only allowed between energy levels. 
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Absorption lines:
ni = 1  Lyman series.
ni = 2  Balmer series.
ni = 3  Paschen series.

Bohr model predicts:
discrete emission lines.



“A Quantum Discovery: Spin”
Classical expectation: electron, 
one magnetic moment. After 
traversing a strong 
inhomogeneous magnetic field: 
all moments are aligned => one 
spot on a detector.

Stern-Gerlach experiment 
(1922):
Two spots. 

Suggesting two magnetic 
moment orientation, intrinsic 
property of the electron.. . 



Quantum Mechanical Objects
Quantization (discrete) energy states.

Spin: No classical analog
Electronic, nuclear,…

In 3D, two types of particles: 
• spin-1/2: electron, proton…: fermions.

two identical fermions cannot occupy the 
same quantum state. 

• spin-1: photons,…: bosons. 
any number of bosons can occupy the 
same quantum state. 

Quantum mechanics: theory of matter.



The Periodic Table

Example: n=1  l=0  ml=0  1 
state * 2 spins

 total of two possibilities
==  1st row of the periodic table.

In general it can be shown that for a 
given n we can have  

2 * n2 possibilities
n=2  8 possibilities.
(note: 3rd+ row is more complicated)

Quantum rules: 

For a given n (main quantum 
number == shell):
• we have l=0,1,…,n-1 angular 

momentum states.
• for each l we have 

ml=-l,-(l+1),…,0,(l-1),l 
additional possibilities (z-component 
of angular momentum).
• Each state can hold up to 2 

electrons (spin).



Periodic Table

Quantum mechanics: theory of matter.



Quantum Information Science (QIS)
Dr. Boris Kiefer, Lecture 2

Quantum Computing
Quantum Communication

Quantum Sensing



• Quantum States.



• Quantum States.



• Measurements.



• Measurement.



• Qubits.

N 2N



• Qubits.

Example: 3 Qubit States:



• Entanglement



• Entanglement: Bell States

⇒ All amplitudes are zero
⇒ entangled.



• Entanglement: Bell States

Entangled States realize state 
correlations between 
quantum objects, regardless 
of distance: Teleportation,…



• Entanglement: Creating a Bell State



• Entanglement: Creating a Bell State



• Entanglement: Creating a Bell State

Entangled State = CNOT * Hadamard * |0> 

(Standard procedure after initialization of qubits to create entangled states).



• Quantum Computers – Gates.

Krantz et al. (2019)



• Decoherence.



• Quantum Computers.



Quantum Communication



• Quantum Communication.



Quantum Sensing – A Primer



Quantum Sensing – Introduction



Quantum Sensing

If energy levels are nearly 
equally spaced:

⇒ Initializing qubits is 
difficult/impossible. 

Flipside:

Weak interactions can be 
resolved  excellent sensor 
for weak 
interactions/signals. 



Quantum Sensing – Interference

Waves can interfere 

• Amplify.
• Weaken.

https://flexbooks.ck12.org/cbook/ck-12-physics-flexbook-2.0/section/11.5/primary/lesson/wave-interference-ms-ps



Quantum Sensing – Matter Waves
De Broglie (1924)

The Nature of Light? 
Newton: Particle. 
Young: Wave.
Einstein (photoelectric effect): Particle. 

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/191811 https://www.aps.org/publications/apsnews/201010/physicshistory.cfm

Particle:
𝐸𝐸 = 𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐2
𝐸𝐸 = 𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐

𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊: 
𝑐𝑐 = 𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆
𝐸𝐸 = ℎ𝜆𝜆
𝐸𝐸 = ℎ𝑐𝑐/𝜆𝜆

Combine:
𝝀𝝀 = 𝒉𝒉/𝒑𝒑



Quantum Sensing – Matter Waves
Davisson and Germer (1925)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Davisson%E2%80%93Germer_experiment

Electron beam on Ni target. 
Objective:

Study angular distribution of 
electrons emitted from 
the Ni target. 

Vacuum failure  oxide 
formation  remove oxide at 
high temperatures. 

Unintentional: Ni single crystal. 



Quantum Sensing – Matter Waves
Davisson and Germer (1925)

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/DavGer.html

De Broglie:
𝜆𝜆 = ℎ

𝑝𝑝
= ℎ

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

𝐸𝐸 =
𝑚𝑚𝑊𝑊2

2

𝐸𝐸 =
𝑝𝑝2

2𝑚𝑚
𝑝𝑝 = 2𝑚𝑚𝐸𝐸

𝜆𝜆 =
ℎ
2𝑚𝑚𝐸𝐸

𝜆𝜆 = 1.67 Å
Electron diffraction



Quantum Sensing – Gravity

Raymer, M. G., “Quantum Physics” (2017)

First gravity measurement:
Neutrons from nuclear reactor
(immobile) 

Neutrons are particles:
Split into two beams.

A-C: slowing down, C-D, slow.
C-D: longer wavelength
A-B: fast, B-D slowing down.
B-D: shorter wavelength

=> Interference pattern CHANGES. 

Alternating constructive/destructive  
interference: Repetition (angle) 
increment depends on local gravity. 



Quantum Sensing – Gravity

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gravitational_wave



Quantum Sensing – Gravitational Waves, LIGO

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/Forces/gravwav.html#c1

Hanford: 0.007s delayed, distance = 2000km
⇒speed: v=distance/time =285714 km/s.

Within errorbar consistent with speed of light
⇒ Gravitational waves travel at speed of light
⇒ Gravitational waves are massless. 

“Strain Measurement”



Quantum Sensing – Gravitational Waves, LIGO

Falling objects (kinematics):

𝑡𝑡 = 2𝑔𝑔ℎ

Observation:
Time depends on gravity 
=> changes in gravity can be 
measured using sensitive 
clocks. 

Satellite:
Gravitational wave passes.
Oscillatory change in gravity. 

https://www.pacw.org/nist-u-s-time-standard-nist-f2-atomic-clock



Quantum Sensing – Atomic Clocks

All atoms have identical energy levels
⇒ Energy for transition between energy levels are identical 
⇒ Frequency of emitted/absorbed photons is identical.
⇒ Ideal clocks/time keepers. 



Quantum Sensing – Gravitational Waves

Satellite:
Gravitational wave passes.
Oscillatory change in gravity. 

Noise?!?
Reduce by using three satellites. 

https://www.google.com/search?q=satellites+quantum+kasevitch&tbm=isch&ved=2ahUKEwiXm9_IhoPvAhUBcs0KHYrSCTUQ2-
cCegQIABAA&oq=satellites+quantum+kasevitch&gs_lcp=CgNpbWcQA1CvggFYpJoBYOGbAWgAcAB4AIAB2wGIAfENkgEFMC45LjGYAQCgAQGqAQtnd3Mtd2l6LWltZ8ABAQ&sclient=img&ei=h402YNe7OoHktQaKpaeoAw&bih=667&biw=13
&rlz=1C1CHBF_enUS811US811#imgrc=pRQ_nv1UzBOqzM



Chapter 13.7: (The Physics and Engineering Behind)
Building Quantum Computers

Dr. Boris Kiefer
Department of Physics 

New Mexico State University
Email: bkiefer@nmsu.edu

From Concept to (Quantum)Computer



From Concept to (Quantum)Computer

𝐻𝐻 𝜓𝜓 > 𝐸𝐸 𝜓𝜓 >

|𝜓𝜓 𝑥𝑥, 𝑡𝑡 >= 𝑊𝑊−
𝑖𝑖�̇�𝐻𝑡𝑡
ℏ |𝜓𝜓(𝑥𝑥, 0) >

https://ai.googleblog.com/2019/10/quantum-supremacy-
using-programmable.html

Google: Sycamore processor

SNL: ion trap

https://www.sandia.gov/quantum/



DiVincenzo criteria for qubit design (DiVincenzo, 2000):

• Scalable system with well-characterized qubits.

• Ability to initialize qubits.

• Stability of qubits.

• Support of universal computation.

• Ability to measure qubits.



• Quantum Computers – Universal Gate Sets

Krantz et al. (2019)



Quantized – LC Circuit
Low temperature



Creating Anharmonicity
Superconductors – Foundations

Superconductors: 
Discovered, 1911 by Kamerlingh Onnes.

Type-I superconductors:
Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer theory:
2 electrons form bound state (mediated by crystal lattice motion):

electron + electron + lattice => bound electron-electron state (Cooper-pair). 

electron = fermion
Cooper-pair = boson

Bosons: 
Any number of bosons can occupy the same quantum state. 
=> Perfect conductor in stability range: zero resistance, NO losses.



Superconductors – Stability

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-temperature_superconductivity



Superconductors – Macroscopic Effects
Josephson Junction (JJ)

Tunneling of Cooper-pairs generates supercurrent.



Superconductors – Macroscopic Effects
Josephson Junctions

Anharmonic potential:
• NON-equal level spacing.
• Selection of unique qubit 

possible. 

Sensitive to environmental Noise

“Buffer” with capacitor (“C”).

Reduces anharmonicity.



Superconducting 1 Qubit Gates

Supercurrent  can bias with an external applied current.
Spins  can bias with external magnetic field.

Superconducting Qubit/Transmon Microwave drive

𝜎𝜎𝑍𝑍 = 1 0
0 −1

Krantz et al. (2019)

𝜎𝜎𝑌𝑌 = 0 −𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖 0



Superconducting gates are implemented in the time domain.

Superconducting 1 Qubit Gates

Krantz et al. (2019)

Consider the interaction part of the Hamiltonian:

= 0 𝐴𝐴
𝐵𝐵 0

Logical operation: must have physical effect => |0> -> |1>, |1> -> |0> 



Superconducting 2 Qubit Gates

Connecting TWO transmon qubits leads to a new interaction term:

Krantz et al. (2019)

Using time evolution, we can generate 2 qubit gates.  



Superconducting 2 Qubit Gates

Ding and Chong (2020)



Superconducting 2 Qubit Gate

Gates are engineered through the 
sequence of a several operations
in the time domain. 

Ding and Chong (2020)



Quantum Processor

https://foresight.org/prototype-quantum-computer-gives-small-molecule-quantum-simulation/



Superconducting Qubits - 2013

Devoret and Schoelkopf (2013)

2013: N~2000, crucial to reach stage 4: quantum error correction requires that 
qubits can be monitored at a rate faster than the occurring error.



Superconducting Qubits – 2019

Kjaergaard et al. (2019)

2013: ~2000

105 ns 
= 100 µs 
~ 104 operations

2019:
= 1000 µs 
~ 105 operations

103 µs

Krantz et al. (2019)

Hamiltonian Engineering: Cross-talk Noise reduction



https://science.sciencemag.org/content/354/6316/1090/tab-
figures-data



Superconducting Quantum Computers, 
Theory and Practice

Courtesy: Bryan Garcia (MS, NMSU Physics)



Both 𝑞𝑞0 and 𝑞𝑞1 are in the 
state |0> by default. In this 
case we see the state |0> 
regardless of which qubit we 
measure, since CZ only 
induces a phase flip. 

Hardware
(ibmq_16_melbourne): about 
a 98% probability to measure 
|0> 

Simulator (Qasm_simulator): 
100% probability to measure 
|1> 

Testing Superconducting Qubits; IBM-Q; CZ-Gate
Courtesy: Bryan Garcia (MS, NMSU Physics)

Interested in Quantum Coding? See the IBM-Q developer page
https://qiskit.org/



𝑞𝑞0 is initialized in the state 
|1>, we apply a swap gate 
and measure 𝑞𝑞1. We indeed 
measure the state 1 after 
swapping

Hardware
(ibmq_16_melbourne): about 
a 91% probability to measure 
|1> 

Simulator (Qasm_simulator): 
100% probability to measure 
|1> 

Testing Superconducting Qubits; IBM-Q; SWAP-Gate
Courtesy: Bryan Garcia (MS, NMSU Physics)

Interested in Quantum Coding? See the IBM-Q developer page
https://qiskit.org/



Application
Quantum Communication, Theory and Practice

Courtesy: Bryan Garcia (MS, NMSU Physics)



Quantum Teleportation
Transport information from sender to recipient 

Quantum Cloning
Clone information: Quantum version: no-copy 
theorem => information at sender destroyed. 

Quantum Telecloning
Clone information and send to multiple recipients.

Need entangled and equal amplitude states



Examples of Quantum States on a Quantum Processor
Qisket (IBMQ)

(Courtesy: Bryan Garcia, NMSU)

GHZ – States
Dicke - States



GHZ States

• Quantum state entanglement is a crucial element of quantum computing, in fact, it is necessary to implement any 

efficient quantum algorithm that achieves a computational speedup over a classical computer [1].

• The simplest state that can be entangled is the Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger state, or the GHZ state.

• A 2-qubit GHZ state (Bells state) has the following state representation:

𝜓𝜓 =
1
2

00 + |11〉 .

• And more generally:

𝜓𝜓 =
1
𝑑𝑑
�
𝑗𝑗=0

𝑑𝑑−1

|𝑗𝑗〉 ⊗⋯⊗ 𝑗𝑗 ,

with 𝑑𝑑 being the dimension of the system.

• GHZ states with 𝑑𝑑=2,3,4 are tested on IBM quantum systems to showcase entanglement on hardware. 



2-qubit GHZ State

• The 2-qubit GHZ state was executed on the 5-qubit IBMQ Belem quantum processor with 15K executions, or shots, 

of the circuit.

• From left to right, the figures are ordered as circuit, simulator, and hardware:

1) 2-qubit GHZ circuit. 2) Measurement probabilities for 22 states in 
statevector simulator.

3) Measurement probabilities for 22 states  on 
hardware with errors (middle) present.



3-qubit GHZ State

• The 3-qubit GHZ state was executed on the 5-qubit IBMQ Belem quantum processor with 15K shots.

• From left to right, the figures are ordered as circuit, simulator, and hardware:

4) 3-qubit GHZ circuit. 5) Measurement probabilities for 23 states in 
statevector simulator.

6) Measurement probabilities for 23 states  on 
hardware with errors (middle) present.



4-qubit GHZ State

• The 4-qubit GHZ state was executed on the 5-qubit IBMQ Belem quantum processor with 15K shots.

• From left to right, the figures are ordered as circuit, simulator, and hardware:

7) 4-qubit GHZ circuit. 8) Measurement probabilities for 24 states in 
statevector simulator.

9) Measurement probabilities for 24 states  on 
hardware with errors (middle) present.



Dicke States

• Now we shall look at a more intricate but useful class of states that can be created using entanglement.

• Dicke states are multipartite highly entangled states that are robust to decoherence.

• They are prepared as initial resource states to quantum combinatorial algorithms and quantum communication 

protocols.

• An 𝑛𝑛-qubit Dicke state with 𝑘𝑘 excitations is defined as:

|𝐷𝐷𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛 > =
1

𝑛𝑛
𝑘𝑘

�
𝑗𝑗

𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗 |0 >⨂𝑛𝑛−𝑘𝑘⨂|1 >⨂𝑘𝑘

Where ∑𝑗𝑗 𝑃𝑃𝑗𝑗 � corresponds to the sum over all possible permutations, i.e., for a |𝐷𝐷23> state:

= 1
3

|110 > +|101 > +|011 >

• The Dicke states |𝐷𝐷24〉 & |𝐷𝐷36〉 are tested on IBM quantum systems to show how these multipartite entangled states 

behave on a real quantum processor.



Dicke State |𝑫𝑫𝟐𝟐
𝟒𝟒〉

• The |𝐷𝐷24〉 Dicke state was executed on the 27-qubit IBMQ Montreal quantum processor with 8K shots.

• From left to right, the figures are ordered as circuit, simulator, and hardware:

10) |𝐷𝐷24〉 Dicke state circuit. 11) Measurement probabilities for 24 states in 
statevector simulator.

12) Measurement probabilities for 24 states on 
hardware with errors present. The 6 relevant 
states of the simulator are clearly present.



Dicke State |𝑫𝑫𝟑𝟑
𝟔𝟔〉

• The |𝐷𝐷36〉 Dicke state was executed on the 27-qubit IBMQ Montreal quantum processor with 8K shots.

• From top to bottom and left to right, the figures are ordered as circuit, simulator, and hardware:

13) |𝐷𝐷36〉 Dicke state circuit. 14) Measurement probabilities for 26 states in 
statevector simulator. All 20 states have equal 
probability of 50%.

15) Measurement probabilities for 26 states on 
hardware with errors present. The 20 relevant 
states are indistinguishable from the noise.



Comments

• We have seen the behavior of multipartite entangled states is no different from a GHZ state in that both classes of 

entangled states have a decline in performance with additional qubits and CNOT gates.

• Now that we have Identified the CNOT transformation as a very noisy gate, the question to ask is in what way can it 

be used as to not be so harmful to results.

• Is there a distinction to using the CNOT gate in series or in parallel?

• This is tested for stand alone circuits with CNOT’s implemented three times in series and in parallel.



• Here we show the circuits for the CNOT gate implemented 3 times in series and the corresponding expected measurement in the 

simulator (equal for all three circuits) to the right:

16) CNOT circuit. 

17) 2x CNOT circuit. 

18) 3x CNOT circuit. 

19) Measurement probabilities for all three CNOT 
circuits in series, simulator.

CNOT Gates: In Series, Simulator



CNOT Gates: In Series, Hardware
• In the previous slide we saw all three CNOT circuits had the same simulator output.

• Here we test the circuits on hardware and observe if there is a significant drop in performance.

16) CNOT circuit. 

17) 2x CNOT circuit. 

18) 3x CNOT circuit. 

20) Measurement probability 
success of 98.1% on hardware.  

21) Measurement probability 
success of 98.2% on hardware. 

22) Measurement probability 
success of 96.7% on hardware.



CNOT Gates: In Parallel, Simulator
• Here we show the circuits for the CNOT gate implemented 2 times in series and the corresponding expected measurement in the 

simulator to the right:

23) 2x CNOT circuit. 

24) 3x CNOT circuit. 

25) Measurement probabilities for the 2x CNOT 
circuit in parallel, simulator.

26) Measurement probabilities for the 3x CNOT 
circuit in parallel, simulator.



CNOT Gates: In Parallel, Hardware

23) 2x CNOT circuit. 

24) 3x CNOT circuit. 

27) Measurement probability 
success of 92.9% on hardware.  

28) Measurement probability 
success of 82.3% on hardware. 



Comments

• As we can see when using the CNOT gate in series there is no significant decrease in performance.

• The measurement probability only drops about 4% when using 3 CNOT gates.

• When we use 3 CNOT gates in parallel we see about an 18% decrease in measurement probabilities. And this is 

only for a standalone circuit. When we add other gates such as rotations and Hadamard gates, we quickly realize 

the importance of minimizing the CNOT gates in a circuit.

• Not only are gates noisy, but the qubits themselves as well. 

• In fact, on hardware, all qubits behave differently due to individual properties like decoherence and relaxation times, 

readout errors, different frequencies etc. Therefore, it is important to consider which qubits one will be selecting 

when running a computation.

• In the proceeding section this individual behavior of qubits is illustrated in the fidelities of two telecloned copies, 

which in theory should be identical.



Quantum Telecloning (QTC)

 Quantum telecloning is the generalization of the quantum teleportation protocol to 𝑀𝑀 receivers with 𝑁𝑁 input 

messages.

 Alice and her party share an initial 2𝑀𝑀 multipartite entangled state, |𝜓𝜓 >𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇, that serves as the telecloning quantum 

channel.

 QTC can be implemented in a hybrid quantum system consisting of stationary superconducting transmon qubits 

(nodes) and optical photonic qubits (links).

 Bi-directional transmon-to-photon conversion [2,3] means that remote superconducting processors can be used for 

local state preparation and readout nodes in a hybrid quantum network system. 

 Here, the deterministic QTC protocol is implemented on a gate-based circuit model, with local operations & classical 

communication (LOCC) executed via quantum gates.



Current Research: Telecloning (Bryan Garcia)

Virtual Qubits

0
1
2
3
4

Physical Qubits

10
6
7
4
1 Remapping layout on Guadalupe.

Quirk simulator for def. measurement circuit #1 with 18 CNOTs.



Quantum Communication, Theory and Practice
Courtesy: Bryan Garcia (MS, NMSU Physics)

Bob Measures the 
state |0> 100% 
percent of the time

Simulator (Python based) Simulator

Interested in Quantum Coding? See the IBM-Q developer page
https://qiskit.org/



• Step a) Random state to be teleported:
⟩𝑞𝑞 = 𝑊𝑊 ⟩0 + 𝑏𝑏| ⟩1

• Step b) Alice and Bob each hold a qubit of the entangled Bell state:
𝐻𝐻⨂| ⟩0 = 1

2
(| ⟩0 + | ⟩1 )

𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡
1
2

| ⟩0 + | ⟩1 ⨂ ⟩|0 = 𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡
1
2

| ⟩00 + | ⟩10

| ⟩𝜓𝜓 = 1
2

| ⟩00 + | ⟩11

• Step c) Applying a CNOT gate followed by a Hadamard gate, the three-qubit entangled system becomes:                                     
𝐻𝐻⨂𝐼𝐼⨂𝐼𝐼 𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡⨂𝐼𝐼 | ⟩𝑞𝑞 ⨂| ⟩𝜓𝜓 = (𝐻𝐻⨂𝐼𝐼⨂𝐼𝐼)(𝐶𝐶𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡⨂𝐼𝐼)

1
2

(𝑊𝑊| ⟩000 + 𝑊𝑊| ⟩011 + 𝑏𝑏| ⟩100 + 𝑏𝑏| ⟩111 )

= (𝐻𝐻⨂𝐼𝐼⨂𝐼𝐼) 1
2
𝑊𝑊 ⟩000 + 𝑊𝑊 ⟩011 + 𝑏𝑏| ⟩110 + 𝑏𝑏| ⟩101

= 1
2
𝑊𝑊 | ⟩000 + | ⟩011 + | ⟩100 + | ⟩111 + 𝑏𝑏 | ⟩010 + | ⟩001 − | ⟩110 − | ⟩101

• Step d & e) The state is separated into four states and sent to Bob, which he uses to decode:

→
[1] Team, T. (2020, December 14). Quantum Teleportation. Retrieved December 2020, from https://qiskit.org/textbook/ch-algorithms/teleportation.html#3.3-Using-the-QASM-Simulator-
[2] Rieffel, E., & Polak, W. (2014). Ch. 5/Quantum State Transformations. In Quantum computing: A gentle introduction (pp. 76-83). Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press.

Unentangled two-qubit state

Entangled two-qubit Bell State

Quantum Communication, Theory and Practice
Courtesy: Bryan Garcia (MS, NMSU Physics)

01: 0 1
1 0

𝑏𝑏
𝑊𝑊 = 𝑊𝑊

𝑏𝑏

https://qiskit.org/textbook/ch-algorithms/teleportation.html#3.3-Using-the-QASM-Simulator-
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Alice

Bob

a b c d e f

Fig.2 a) Qubit 𝑞𝑞0 is initialized in a random state. b) We create a Bell state. c) 𝑞𝑞0
is entangled with 𝑞𝑞1 and 𝑞𝑞2. d) Alice measures and sends her qubits to Bob. e) 
Bob decodes qubits. f) Bob recovers Alice’s original state, measures and stores 
in a classical register.

[1] Team, T. (2020, December 14). Quantum Teleportation. Retrieved December 2020, from https://qiskit.org/textbook/ch-algorithms/teleportation.html#3.3-Using-the-QASM-Simulator-

Qisket: Open-source IBM-Q experience.



Quantum Communication, Theory and Practice
Courtesy: Bryan Garcia (MS, NMSU Physics)

Fig. 7) Circuit was executed at the same time everyday 
for 5 days from September 25, 2020 - September 29, 
2020

Significant daily variations: 

Counting statistics:
Alice sends |0>, how many times does 
Bob measure |0> as well? 

Success rate:
High: ~68%
Low: ~40%



Quantum hardware:
• 2D Materials and electron gas

Discover novel physics.

• Discovery of novel solid state qubits. 

• Molecular qubits for quantum computing. 

• Improving superconducting qubits,
transmons.

Microwaves: 0.1 – 10 cm-1

(0.01– 1 eV)

QIS Efforts Kiefer Research Group



QIS Efforts Kiefer Research Group

Quantum software:
• Multipartite (entangled) states. 
• IBM-Q simulator/hardware.
• Next: SNL, ion traps hardware testing.

How to build a Quantum Skilled Workforce? Discussion:

What would you like to see? 
What would help you to consider a QISE career? 

QISE Workforce Development



Summary

• A brief history of the electron.
Discrete energy levels. 
Spin. 
Periodic Table.
Bosons and fermions.  

• Review of Core QISE Concepts:
Quantum States; Superposition; Measurement; Entanglement.

• Quantum communication.
• Quantum sensing.

Gravitational waves.



Summary

• Quantum computing
Quantum LC Circuit: Equally Spaced Energy levels. 
Superconductivity: A Quantum State of Matter.
Josephson Junction: anharmonicity.

NON-Equally Spaced Energy Levels.
Time domain computing with superconducting qubits.

Other approaches.



Summary

• Quantum computing: theory and practice.
Teleportation. 
Cloning.
Telecloning. 

Multipartite states: GHZ, Dicke-states. 
Telecloning circuits. 

CNOT: entanglement => needed.  
CNOT: reduce as much as possible. 



This is an exciting time, with 
many new opportunities for 

quantum enabled 
technologies. 

Quantum Information Science and Engineering (QISE)
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